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Dear All

In this tenth edition of LORIOT D’OR, you will discover the 
latest news from Champagne Michel LORIOT : the internet site  
has been refurbished and updated; our bottles are shown  
in all their glory.

You’ll also find our cookery corner with a recipe from the Champagne region’s La 
Table Sourdet restaurant.

Stop press this year will be the fourth edition of the Journées Privilèges (Special 
Days) which give you the chance of discovering our many and varied skills.

We look forward to hearing from you.
With every good wish.

Martine and Michel Loriot

Our Sélection Extra-Brut, an original product reserved for seasoned connoisseurs, 
is the result of a blending of wines selected from Chardonnay and Pinot Meunier, to 
which the final touch of sweet liqueur is not added.

It is much appreciated by professionals of wine for its natural flavour Extra-Brut.

This Champagne with hints of spice reveals a fresh and elegant sensation to the palate 
(thanks to the Pinot Meunier) with a great finesse (due to the Chardonnay).

Excellent served as an aperitif, this wine is also perfect for accompanying  
a seafood platter.

As you have probably noticed, there are different coloured corks…each vintage has  
a cork to go with the colours of the packaging.

There are eight of them. How can you get one of each? Simple! Just buy a bottle 
of each of the Champagne Michel LORIOT range and enjoy the LORIOT bubbly!
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CHAMPAGNE MICHEL LORIOT
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Website : www.champagne-loriot.com - E-mail : info@champagne-loriot.com

THERE’S ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW
IN CHAMPAGNE MICHEL LORIOT !
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T H E  A B U S E  O F  A L C O H O L  I S  D A N G E R O U S  F O R  Y O U R  H E A L T H  –  C O N S U M E  I N  M O D E R A T I O N

leS GalipeS ChiCken
1. Mix the mustard and honey in a bowl. Divide the chicken into 
portions and use a brush to coat with the mustard/honey mixture.
2. Heat the oil in a pan. Soften the finely sliced onion, add the 
pieces of chicken and brown on all sides over a hot flame for a 
few minutes.
3. Pour the first glass of Champagne over the meat, add salt and 
two twists of a pepper mill then leave to reduce over a low flame 
for about 10 minutes.
4. Add the second glass of Champagne, cover and leave to cook 
for 30 minutes.
5. Once cooked through, remove the chicken pieces and keep 
warm. Mix the cream with the juices and return the chicken to 
heat through.
Serve very hot accompanied by a Cuvée Réserve Brut.

For 4 people:

- 1 large chicken
- 2 soup spoons grape mustard
- 1 tea spoon liquid honey
- 2  soup spoons oil
- 2 glasses of Champagne Michel  
  LORIOT
- 10cl single cream
- 1 onion



internet Site

DiSCover the ChampaGne miChel loriot CuvéeS

“le DéBourBaGe” : SettlinG of the JuiCe

What the paperS Say

Take the time to discover our new Internet site!

New colours, new categories…you will find all the latest press 
articles, the latest awards, the latest news from Michel LORIOT 
Champagne and you can join the Champagne Michel LORIOT 
Facebook page!

REGAL 2009/2010 - Marie-Léopold SEC/DRY

«It is collecting medals…»

GAULT MILLAU 2010

«…Each vintage is worthy of merit…»

GUIDE HACHETTE 2010 - Pinot Meunier Vieilles Vignes

«…A buttery wine, toasted, honeyed, floral, well balanced  

and good length. Amazing!...»

WINE SPECTATOR

Dry Vintage 89/100 - Pinot Meunier Vieilles Vignes 90/100

WINE & SPIRITS - Millésimé Brut

“A red-fruited Champagne…the earthiness runs parallel with the fruit…”

TASTED SUMMER 2009 - Rosé Brut

«…some floral notes…good length…fine potential…»

The liquid obtained from the press is clarified before fermentation; this is what  
we call “le débourbage”. This step is essential if we want to have a fruity Champagne 
of irreproachable quality.

This technique involves letting the wine rest. The temperature  
of the wine during “le débourbage” is all important. A low temperature 
(10 to 14°C) helps settle the lees (solid matter that is suspended  
in the wine before “le débourbage”).

The wine rests between 12 and 24 hours, so that the lees can settle.  
The clear liquid is then transferred (the racking process) into a vat,  
ready to ferment. The lees are disposed of.

A NEW LOOk

One step in the making of Champagne… One step in the making of Champagne…
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Pinot Meunier 
Champagne 

with a round fruity
flavour to delight

 family and friends.

A unique Champagne,  
sophisticated yet  

powerful, the perfect  
match to your  

gourmet meals.

Champagne  
with a red fruit nose, 

perfectly adapted
to accompany 

white meat  
or a fruit tart.

A particularly 
feminine Cuvée, 

delicious with  
foie gras or 

mouthwatering
with the soft,
sweet taste  
of a dessert.

A subtile blend  
of Pinot Meunier  
and Chardonnay. 
A sophisticated, 

elegant Champagne, 
ideal served  
as an aperitif  

or at a reception.

Chardonnay numbered  
vintage, lightly perfumes  

with fresh fruit.

A sensation of finesse, 
freshness and vivacity  
for this Champagne

which lends itself  
to being served as an  
aperitif or with a tray  

of oysters.

The star of the House,  
this Champagne comes 

from vines that are 
more than 60 years 

old, its voluptuousness  
will take your  
breath away.


